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Safe Harbour Statement
Forward looking information
This corporate presentation contains or incorporates by reference “forward looking statements” within the meaning of the United States Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and applicable Canadian securities legislation, which may not be based on historical fact. Readers can
identify many of these statements by looking for words such as “believe”, “expects”, “will”, “intends”, “projects”, “anticipates”, “estimates”,
“continues” or similar words or the negative thereof. Statements that are not based on historical fact contained in this presentation, including
through documents incorporated by reference herein, are forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual
events or results to differ materially from estimated or anticipated events or results reflected in the forward-looking statements . Such forwardlooking statements reflect the Company’s current views with respect to future events and include, among other things, statements regarding
targets, estimates and/or assumptions in respect of reserves and/or resources , and are based on estimates and/or assumptions related to future
economic, market and other conditions that, while considered reasonable by the Corporation, are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties,
including significant business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties and contingencies. These estimates and/or assumptions
include, but are not limited to: grade of ore; rare metal and by-product commodity prices; metallurgical recoveries; operating costs; achievement
of current timetables for development; strength of the global economy; availability of additional capital; and availability of supplies, equipment and
labour. Factors that could cause the Company’s actual results, performance, achievements, developments or events to differ materially from
those expressed or implied by forward-looking statements include, among others, but are not limited to, market conditions, the possibility of cost
overruns or unanticipated costs and expenses, the impact of proposed optimizations at the Company’s projects, actual results of exploration
activities, mineral reserves and mineral resources and metallurgical recoveries, discrepancies between actual and estimated production rate,
mining operational and development risks and delays, regulatory restrictions (including environmental), activities by governmental authorities,
financing delays, joint venture or strategic alliances risks, or other risks in the mining industry, as well as those risk factors discussed or referred
to in the Company’s annual Management’s Discussion and Analysis and Annual Report filed with the securities regulatory authorities in all
provinces and territories of Canada, other than Québec, and available at www.sedar.com. Most of the foregoing factors are beyond Avalon’s
ability to control or predict. Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to
differ materially from those described in forward-looking statements, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results not to be as
anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no assurance that the plans, intentions or expectations upon which these forward-looking
statements are based will occur. The forward-looking statements contained herein are qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement.
Readers should not place undue reliance on the forward-looking statements, which reflect management’s plans, estimates, projections and views
only as of the date hereof. The forward looking statements contained herein is presented for the purpose of assisting readers in understanding
the Corporation’s expected financial and operating performance, and the Company’s plans and objectives, and may not be appropriate for other
purposes. Avalon does not undertake to update any forward-looking statements that are contained herein, except in accordance with applicable
securities law. The geological information contained in this presentation has been reviewed and approved by Don Bubar P. Geo. (ONT) and
President & CEO, Avalon Advanced Materials, qualified person for the purposes of National Instrument 43-101.
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Experienced Management Team and Diversified
Board of Directors
MANAGEMENT
›

Jim Andersen, CA, CPA

V.P. Finance, CFO & Corporate Secretary

›

Donald S. Bubar, P.Geo.

President & CEO

›

Cindy Hu, CA, CPA

Controller

›

BOARD of DIRECTORS
›
›

Donald S. Bubar, P.Geo. CEO
Alan Ferry, CFA

Governance/Compensation Committee Chair

›
›
›

John Fisher, B.Sc., M.B.A
Naomi Johnson. LL.B.
Brian D. MacEachen, C.A.

Chairman and Audit Committee Chair

Mary Kita, BA, M.Sc.

Director of Communications

›
›

David Marsh, FAusIMM (CP)

Senior V.P. Metallurgy & Technology Development

STAFF and CONSULTANTS

Bill Mercer, Ph.D., P.Geo.

›
›
›
›
›

V.P. Exploration

›

Melanie Smith, B.Sc., J.D.

Senior Legal Counsel

›

Mark Wiseman, B.Sc., MBA

V.P. Sustainability

Phil Chataigneau, CCPE, Business Development Consultant
Ron Malashewski, P.Eng (AB) Community Relations, Kenora
Volker Moeller, Ph.D., P.Geo. Senior Geologist
Chris Pedersen, P.Geo. Senior Project Geologist
Zeeshan Syed, M.Sc. Senior Advisor, Government Affairs
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Avalon’s Vision and Mission
Establish a diversified clean technology
materials business, built on strong
environmental and social performance.
Create shareholder value and long term
growth through sustainable
development of our critical minerals
(lithium, tin, cesium and rare earths)
assets.

Focus on opportunities to generate
near term revenue and growth
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Avalon Advanced Materials: Corporate Info
›
›
›

Toronto-based, operating in Canada since 1995

›

Working Capital: CAD<$2 million

Listed: TSX (AVL), OTCQB (AVLNF), Frankfurt (OU5)
Market Cap: CAD$15m (329.5m S/O, 370m fully-diluted)
with over 20,000 shareholders worldwide

Sustainability: committed to environmentally and socially
responsible mineral resource development

›

Avalon’s 8h annual GRI compliant Sustainability Report
released November 2019 - addresses GRI framework, UN
17SDGs and MAC’s TSM

›

Aligns Avalon’s operating philosophy with its cleantech
customers and reduces social licence risk

›

Attracting interest from growing Impact/ESG investment
community
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World Bank Climate Smart
Mining Facility
›

An initiative of the World Bank formally
launched in May 2019

›

Intended to raise awareness that all new
technologies designed to reduce reliance
on fossil fuels rely on mined materials –
and new supply chains are needed

›

In many cases they can be produced
with minimal environmental impacts

›

Downstream consumers need to support
these new supply chains being created

›

ESG, Impact Investors and ENGOs that
have previously ignored any business
involving mining are now listening!
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Since 2010, Avalon has
been known primarily as
Rare Earths equity in the US

9.50

Rare Earths see price spike
and major media publicity
because of China imposing
export quotas

6.00

3.00

0.05

15 Year Stock Price

1 Year Stock Price

0.17
0.12

Price jumps in reaction to
news on rare earths in context
of US/China trade war

0.04
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2019/2020 Progress & Highlights
› Completion of transaction with Cheetah Resources to divest of near
surface resources at Nechalacho for $5 million in cash

› Signing of binding LOI to acquire interest in Will Scarlett rare earths
recovery project, Marion, Illinois

› Exploring opportunity to develop aggregate quarry near Port of
Stephenville in Western Newfoundland

› Both East Kemptville and Separation Rapids development plans
delayed by regulatory inefficiency/ bureaucracy

› New agreement between Canada and US to co-operate on
establishing critical minerals supply chains in North America creates
new opportunities to remove regulatory barriers and provide better
access to capital
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Government Relations Work
› Growing awareness in government circles of the importance of
establishing critical minerals supply chains in North America to reduce
reliance on China as a sole source of supply

› Now working with both the Federal Government and Ontario
Government to provide advice on developing a strategy and policy
initiatives needed to create these supply chains

• Both governments are making it an important policy priority,
meaning that action will likely be taken soon in 2020

• Recommendations include establishing more pilot plant and
facilities supporting more extractive process R&D work and at the
Provincial level, cutting the red tape blocking development

› Avalon’s government relations work now being led by Zeeshan Syed
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Rare earths and rare
metals are essential for
effective wind turbine
motors and solar panel
technology

The Critical Minerals Opportunity for
Canadian First Nations
›

Many opportunities exist to develop new resources for
critical minerals in Northern Canada

›

Can often be developed at a small scale involving
minimal environmental impacts and requiring relatively
small initial capital investments compared to a typical
new mine

›

Indigenous business can participate directly in
implementing environmentally and socially responsible
cleantech materials development in Northern Canada

›

Additional opportunities for creating new downstream
value-added clean technology businesses in the supply
chain including lithium ion battery materials.
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Critical Minerals for Clean Technology
Project Pipeline
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Cleantech materials, such as lithium and rare
earths, are not basic commodities!
›

They are highly refined chemical products with demanding specifications
designed to meet the needs of end-users

›

Define the market to be served and design an appropriate mineral recovery
and extraction process to develop new resources

Clean Energy

Aerospace &
Defense

Energy
Efficiency

i.e. solar panels, wind
turbine motors, electric
vehicle engines, LED
lights, energy storage

i.e. jet engines, space
shuttles, missile
detection & guidance

i.e. rechargeable
batteries, electric
motors, GPS systems

Modern
Electronics

Medicine

i.e. circuit boards, hard
i.e. MRI & x-ray,
drives, screen displays, radiation therapy, vision
high strength glass
improvements,
medications
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Avalon’s Strategy for Growth and Value Creation
Staged development: Create a platform for growth with a demonstration scale
production facility to prove process and introduce products to cleantech customers
for approval

›

Achieve initial production and positive cash flow at a small scale with scalability
to increase production as product demand grows

Product design: Work with our customers to create quality products to serve their
needs at attractive prices

›

Target cleantech and high tech growth industries, such as aerospace, where
energy efficiency and “light-weighting” are key drivers on demand

Innovative metallurgy: Design an efficient process flowsheet and new technology to
produce the best quality products at the lowest cost, while minimizing waste

›

Utilize new ore sorting technology to increase efficiency and lower costs &
innovate new hydromet processes for lithium battery materials
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Sensor-based Ore-sorting Technology
Currently being tested
by Cronimet to recover
tin concentrates
Advances in sensor
technology now allow
for detection of physical
properties of minerals,
such as specific gravity

Minerals can be
concentrated after
crushing without using
water or chemical
reagents.
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Rare Earths Markets:
What has changed since 2013?

Coarse grained Nd-Pr
(brick-red bastnaesite)
mineralization in T-Zone

›

Escalating demand and rising prices for neodymium and
praseodymium for use in high strength magnets - vital for
electric motors in EV’s plus wind power, electronics and
defense technology

›

Limited supply sources outside China, as only Lynas
Corp achieved commercial production after 2013

›
›
›

Very limited supply of heavy rare earths

›

Recent advances in process technology are creating
opportunities to implement more efficient, lower cost, rare
earth production methodologies with near term potential

US / China trade war creates new rare earths supply risk
US government responds with Executive Order to provide
funding to assist in creating new domestic rare earths
supply chains with Canada’s participation
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Will Scarlett Closed Coal Mine Site, Marion, Illinois

One of approximately 13,000 small
and mid-size abandoned coal
mines in the eastern US (BLM)
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Will Scarlett Project, Ill: Rare Earths
recovery from coal mine wastes
› Avalon now a partner in a project to recover rare earths

›
›

from coal wastes at a closed mine site in southern Illinois
• Offers near term potential to recover rare earths (and
other by-products) dissolved in acidic waste water and
lime treatment precipitates at a low cost by utilizing an
innovative new rare earth recovery technology
• Sampling of the precipitates shows an average content
of 900 ppm TREE that should be relatively inexpensive
to recover compared to hard rock deposits
Now planning to implement a small scale pilot plant in Q2
2020 to prove the process before building a larger scale
plant later in 2020
Potential for additional revenue streams through processing
and disposal of fly ash waste from local power plants

› Potential for recovery of additional by-product battery
materials: cobalt, nickel, lithium, and manganese
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Separation Rapids Lithium
2019 Project Activities
› Planned bulk sampling program in 2019 delayed
due to extremely slow permitting/approval process

› Interest in petalite product for innovative new
glass-ceramic products is growing

› Work focused on optimizing process flowsheet to
reduce costs and improve product quality

› Renewed market development work supported by
Bob Pavlik, former Corning Glass employee and
now led by Phil Chataigneau

› Defining new markets in aerospace and defense
technology as well as electric vehicles

› Continuing to investigate Li-battery opportunities
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Separation Rapids Next Steps:
Moving toward Phase 1 Production Facility
›

2019 work: Continued process optimization work and permitting to extract up
to 5,000 tonne bulk sample for pilot plant processing

›

2020: $3-5 million program planned to prepare for construction of mine and
process plant in 2021 to produce lithium mineral concentrates

›
›

•

Bulk sample processing to produce more lithium mineral product
samples and finalize process flowsheet and plant design parametres

•
•
•

Secure off-take agreements and arrange project financing (in progress)
Complete FS-level cost estimates and project engineering
Complete environmental assessments and project permitting

2022: Begin commercial operations, sales of petalite & lepidolite products
2023-25: Initiate pilot plant work on lithium hydroxide battery material
product for potential future production scale-up
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East Kemptville Project Update
›

Operated by Rio Algom Ltd (“RAL”) as a closed mine site
since 1992 with water treatment system to manage acid
mine drainage from stockpiles and tailings

›

Avalon’s model is to sustainably fully rehabilitate the site
starting with processing low-grade stockpiles using
Cronimet’s ore-sorting technology. Bulk sample processed
by Cronimet in 2019 with very encouraging results

›

Model also involves mining and processing some inground ore to recover tin, removing all sulphide minerals
and producing a clean tailing product to use as an
impermeable tailings cover and end acid mine drainage

›

Model approved by previous RAL management but new
management now want further studies

›

Special Licence recently renewed to maintain tenure
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Two Composite Views of Low Grade Ore Stockpile
at East Kemptville

6 million tonnes of previously-mined tin ore now generating AMD

Can be re-processed to recover tin and remove need for perpetual water treatment

Engineered impermeable tailings cover technology:
seals off water access to stop AMD and lower water table
to reduce dam failure risk

Before
Cover

After
Cover
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East Kemptville Re-development
Concept as currently designed:

Above: Current East Kemptville site
Below: Artist rendering of site post-closure

›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Eliminates the historical environmental liability

›

Sets a positive precedent for profitable
rehabilitation of a closed mine regarded
previously as a perpetual liability

Efficiently uses process reagents
Minimizes financial assurance costs
Minimizes waste management costs
Minimizes GHG production
No new disturbance area
Can generate profits from tin concentrate
sales with low CAPEX and OPEX
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Cesium: another technology material
supply chain now controlled by China

› Tech applications include: Atomic clocks and
GPS, Catalyst in plastics, Speciality glasses, Ionpropulsion motors, High density alkaline batteries,
Coatings for solar cells, Pharmaceuticals

›

~ 75% of cesium production is used to make
cesium formate: a safe, high density, low
viscosity fluid used in drilling deep oil wells

› 2017 price of cesium formate: US$ $55 / 25g lot
› Developed by Cabot Corp. based on resource of
rare cesium mineral, pollucite at Tanco mine, MB
• 2019: sale of the division to Sinomine

› Avalon’s 100% owned Lilypad Project hosts
significant pollucite mineralization

Lilypad Property Access Map

Pollucite Dyke
›

340,000 tonnes @ 2.294% Cs2O and 0.037%
Ta2O5 delineated in 2001-2003 drilling
programs*

›

Cesium grades increase with depth, open at
300m below surface

›

“Western extension” new, undrilled zone of
dykes 200m to southwest with two grab
samples containing 4.62% and 2.11% Cs2O

›

Strong cesium lithogeochemical anomalies in
surrounding volcanic outcrops

*Cautionary note: the resources described above are considered historic under NI43-101
guidelines and have not been verified by a QP and therefore should not be relied upon.

Proposed 2020 Work Program
›

Baseline biogeochemical and soil surveys over
known pegmatite areas (Pollucite, Rubellite Dykes)

›

Biogeochemical and soil surveys over covered areas
plus lithogeochemical sampling, particularly on the
northern part of property, to identify new drill targets

›

Bulk sampling of known occurrences, initial 5 0kg
samples from Pollucite, Rubellite, and North
Anomalies for bench scale metallurgical testwork

›

Review and sampling of historic drill core at old
campsite for grade confirmation and QA/QC
purposes

›

Rehabilitate existing exploration camp
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